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Abstract
Growing polarization of the news media has
been blamed for fanning disagreement, controversy and even violence. Early identification of polarized topics is thus an urgent matter that can help mitigate conflict. However,
accurate measurement of topic-wise polarization is still an open research challenge. To address this gap, we propose Partisanship-aware
Contextualized Topic Embeddings (PaCTE),
a method to automatically detect polarized topics from partisan news sources. Specifically,
utilizing a language model that has been finetuned on recognizing partisanship of the news
articles, we represent the ideology of a news
corpus on a topic by corpus-contextualized
topic embedding and measure the polarization
using cosine distance. We apply our method
to a dataset of news articles about the COVID19 pandemic. Extensive experiments on different news sources and topics demonstrate the
efficacy of our method to capture topical polarization, as indicated by its effectiveness of
retrieving the most polarized topics.1

1

Introduction

The media environment has grown increasingly
polarized in recent years, creating social, cultural
and political divisions (Prior, 2013; Fiorina and
Abrams, 2008). Although a diversity of opinions
is healthy, and even necessary for democratic discourse, unchecked polarization can paralyze society by suppressing consensus required for effective
governance (Tworzecki, 2019). In more extreme
cases, polarization leads to disagreement, conflict
and even violence. The COVID-19 pandemic has
exposed many of our vulnerabilities to the pernicious effects of polarization. Public opinions about
COVID-19 (Jiang et al., 2020), as well as messaging by political elites (Green et al., 2020; Bhanot
1
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at
https://github.com/ZagHe568/
pacte-polarized-topics-detection.

and Hopkins, 2020), are sharply divided along partisan lines. According to a Pew Report (Jurkowitz
et al., 2020), partisanship significantly explains attitudes about the costs and benefits of various mitigation strategies, including non-pharmaceutical
interventions and lockdowns, and even explains
regional differences in the pandemic’s toll in the
US (Gollwitzer et al., 2020).
In mass media a variety of topics is discussed every day, and polarization can form on different topics. Therefore, identifying nascent disagreements
and growing controversies of different topics in
news media and public discourse would help journalists craft more balanced news coverage (LorenzSpreen et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020). Different
from previous works that study polarization from
a more coarse-grained perspective, Demszky et al.
(2019) were the first to study polarized topics using
tweets about 21 mass shootings to show that some
topics were more polarized than others. However,
their approach to represent semantic information
with word frequencies is less expressive than modern methods allow.
To better capture the topical polarization among
partisan (liberal vs. conservative) media sources,
we propose Partisanship-aware Contextualized
Topic Embeddings (PaCTE). Specifically, given
a text corpus containing news articles from both
sides, we first extract a set of topics utilizing LDA
topic modeling (Blei et al., 2003). Next, we finetune a pretrained language model (Devlin et al.,
2018) to recognize the partisanship of the news
articles so as to render it partisanship-aware. Then
for each article, we represent its ideology on a topic
by a vector, called document-contextualized2 (DC)
topic embedding, by aggregating language model
representations of the topic keywords contextualized by the article. Such a representation sheds
light primarily on the tokens that appear in the
topic keywords and thus concentrates on the topic2

We use “article” and “document” interchangeably.
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oriented local semantics in the context of the article,
instead of the global semantics from the article that
might contain irrelevant and noisy information. We
further represent the ideology of the news corpus
on the topic, what we call corpus-contextualized
(CC) topic embedding, by aggregating the DC topic
embeddings. As a result, the ideology of the news
corpus on a topic is represented by a single vector.
Finally, we measure the polarization between two
news sources on the topic using the cosine distance
between such vectors.
For evaluation, we create ground truth by annotating the polarization of pairs of partisan news
sources on a variety of topics. We evaluate the topic
polarization scores produced by PaCTE against the
ground truth on the task of polarized topics retrieval.
Experiments on nine pairs of partisan news sources
demonstrate that compared to baselines, PaCTE is
more effective in capturing topic polarization and
retrieving polarized topics. We argue that public
media watchdogs and social media platforms can
utilize such a simple-yet-effective tool to flag discussions that have grown divisive so that action
could be taken to reduce partisan divisions and
improve civil discourse.

2

Related Work

larization as one’s ability to identify the partisanship of a tweet’s author based on the contents of
tweets and investigate the polarization regarding
COVID-19 among political elites on Twitter. Demszky et al. (2019) first measure topic-wise polarization using the leave-out estimator proposed by
(Gentzkow et al., 2019); however, they use a token
frequency vector to represent an article, which is
less expressive and fails to make use of the rich
semantics in the context and the pre-knowledge in
pretrained language models (Devlin et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2019) or pretrained word embeddings
(Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014); furthermore, they represent the topic using the token
frequency vector of the entire document, thus incurring noisy information that might smooth over the
target semantics in the locality of topic keywords.
In contrast, our method represents the topic embedding in the context of a document, thus generating
topic representations with more attention to the target topic keywords as well as making use of the
contextualized semantics from the document, as
captured by the contextualized embeddings.
Some works have proposed contextualized embeddings to enhance the quality of neural topic
models (Bianchi et al., 2020; Chaudhary et al.,
2020). However, the scope of this work is to generate better contextualize topic embeddings for articles to capture topic polarization, with a given
topic model; the exploration of other topic modeling techniques is beyond the scope of this work.

The partisan polarization in the US media is a
widely studied topic (Hollander, 2008; Stroud,
2011). During the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the polarization among the political elites
and the news media causes a lot of confusion. For
3 Methodology
example, Hart et al. (2020) show that COVID-19
The proposed PaCTE framework consists of four
media coverage is politicized and polarized. Other
components: 1) LDA Topic Modeling, 2) Partisanworks have been studying the polarization in media
from different perspectives. Focusing on the differ- ship Learning, 3) Partisanship-aware Contextualences in the languages of liberals and conservatives, ized Topic Embedding Generation, and 4) MeasurKhudaBukhsh et al. (2020) analyze political polar- ing Polarization and Ranking Topics. The overall
ization on YouTube using machine translation tools. framework is illustrated in Figure 1. In this section
we elaborate on each component in detail.
To analyze how the news outlets frame the events
differently, Fan et al. (2019) have collected and la- 3.1 Problem Definition
beled 100 triplets of news articles each discussing
|DL |
The input is a liberal news corpus DL = {dL
i }i=1
the same event from three news sources bearing
|DR |
and a conservative news corpus DR = {dR
different political ideologies.
i }i=1
In addition to qualitatively analyzing polariza- (L denotes "Left" and R denotes "Right"), where
L
L
R
tion, different approaches to quantifying polariza- di is an article from D and di is an article from
R
tion have also been proposed. Gentzkow et al. D . A news article is represented as a sequence
|dk |
(2019) propose two different ways, namely the
of tokens: dk = (wik )i=1
. Given a topic model
leave-out estimator and the multinomial regression, trained on the combined corpus DC = DL ∪ DR
to measure the trends of partisanship in congres- with a set of modeled topics T = {ti }K
i=1 where
sional speech. Green et al. (2020) define the po- ti represents a topic, we aim to learn a model f
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DL: CNN

d1L: criticize, president,
trump, briefing
d2L: trump, briefing,
ridiculous
d3L: black, life, matter
d1R: defend, white_house,
briefing
d2R: president, not,
lie, briefing
d3R: protestor, loot,
store

(a) LDA Topic Modeling

t1DL: ((0.7, d1L),
(0.3, d2L))
t2DL: …

LDA
t1DR: ((0.6, d1R),
(0.4, d2R))
t2DR: …

t1: ((0.5, briefing),
(0.3, trump),
(0.15, president),
(0.05, white_house))
t2: …

DR: Fox
(c) Topic Embedding Generation and Similarity Measuring
DL: CNN

d1R: defend, white_house,
briefing
d2R: president, not,
lie, briefing
d3R: protestor, loot,
store

Finetuned BERT

d1 : criticize, president,
trump, briefing
d2L: trump, briefing,
ridiculous
d3L: black, life, matter

d1R: defend, white_house,
briefing
d2R: president, not,
lie, briefing
d3R: protestor, loot,
store

DR: Fox

Hd2L(trump)

*0.15

*0.3

*0.5
Hd1L(briefing)

+
Hd1L(t1)

Hd2L(briefing) Hd2L(ridiculous)
*0.05

Hd2L(t1)

HDR(t1)

HDL(t1)

Hd1R(t1) *0.6

*0.3

Hd2R(briefing)

document-contextualized (DC)
keyword embeddings

+

+

*0.5

Hd2R(lie)

*0.3

HDL(t1)

+

Hd1R(defend) Hd1R(white_house) Hd1R(briefing)

Hd2R(not)

corpuscontextualized
(CC) topic
*0.7
embeddings

+

+
*0.5

Hd2R(trump)

Liberal
or
Conservative?

BERT

DR: Fox

Hd1L(criticize) Hd1L(president) Hd1L(trump)
*0.3
*0.5

L

(b) Partisanship Learning

DL: CNN

d1L: criticize, president,
trump, briefing
d2L: trump, briefing,
ridiculous
d3L: black, life, matter

Hd2R(t1)

HDR(t1)

*0.4

document-contextualized
(DC) topic embeddings

Figure 1: Overview of our PaCTE framework to detect polarized topics in media, illustrated by a toy example on
CNN vs. Fox, both consisting 3 documents. (a) LDA topic modeling. We train an LDA model on the combined
corpus and extract 2 topics. Top-4 keywords on topic t1 are “briefing”, “trump”, “president” and “white_house”.
L
R
R
L
R
Top-2 most relevant documents on topic t1 are dL
1 and d2 for CNN and d1 and d2 for Fox. d3 and d3 are not
among the most relevant documents of this topic and are excluded in the embedding generation step. Note that we
set K = 2 (No. of topics), m = 4 (No. of keywords), and n = 2 (No. of documents), just for clear demonstration.
(b) Partisanship learning. We finetune a pretrained language model to classify the partisanship (liberal vs. conservative) of input documents. (c) Topic embedding generation and similarity measuring. We provide a step by step
illustration of DC keyword embedding → DC topic embedding → CC topic embedding on topic t1 . In the two
input corpora, the tokens that are among the top-4 keywords of topic t1 are highlighted in bold. Take document dL
1
from CNN as an example. The weighted average of the DC keyword embeddings (HdL1 (president), HdL1 (trump),
and HdL1 (briefing)) is defined as the DC topic embedding HdL1 (t1 ) with keyword coefficients given by Eq. 2; note
that HdL1 (criticize) is excluded because “criticize” is not among the top-4 keywords of topic t1 . Similarly we can
R
R
obtain the DC topic embeddings for dL
2 , d1 and d2 . The DC topic embeddings are further aggregated into CC
topic embeddings HDL (t1 ) and HDR (t1 ) (document coefficients are from Eq. 3) and the cosine distance between
them is used as a measure of polarization of the two corpora on topic t1 .

that is able to detect the topic polarization between
DL and DR on topics in T and output a ranking of
topics based on polarization, such that
f (DL , DR , T ) = (tk )K
k=1 ,
i > j ⇔ β(ti , DL , DR ) < β(tj , DL , DR ),

(1)

given in Figure 1(a).
Representing a topic by keywords. A topic ti
is represented as a distribution of keywords from
the global vocabulary of DC and we only keep the
top-m keywords:
ti = ((pij , wj ))m
j=1 , pij > pik ⇔ j < k,

(2)

β(t, DL , DR )

where
represents the polarization
score of topic t between DL and DR .

where pij is the probability of observing keyword
wj given topic ti .
3.2 LDA Topic Modeling
Representing a topic by documents. A docuWe train an LDA topic model using the the com- ment d ∈ DC is represented as a distribution over
bined corpus DC = DL ∪DR and extract K topics
the K topics. Accordingly, we renormalize the
K
T = {ti }i=1 , where ti is a topic. The modeled top- probabilities and represent each topic ti as an (inics T apply to both DL and DR . An example is
verse) distribution of documents in DC and only
2104

keep the top-n most relevant documents, such that
C

C

C

C

D , d ))n , q D > q D ⇔ j < k, (3)
tD
= ((qij
j j=1 ij
i
ik

D is the probability of observing document
where qij
dj ∈ DC given topic ti . Because our goal is to
study the polarization between DL and DR , instead of using the global documents in DC , we
represent a topic by the top-n documents in DL
L
R
and DR separately and thus obtain tD
and tD
i
i
accordingly.

3.3

Learning Partisanship

As we will see in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, the contextualized topic embeddings are generated from
a pretrained language model (Devlin et al., 2018)
and cosine distance between the topic embeddings
from two corpora are used as a measure of topic
polarization. The idea is inspired by static word
embedding models like GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014), where the authors measure the similarity
between words by the cosine similarity between
the word embeddings.
However, to apply this measure of similarity, the
model should be fitted on the target corpus. To fit
the pretrained language model on the news corpora,
we can use one of the two training tasks: masked
language modeling or partisanship recognition. We
decide on the second task because 1) it is more time
efficient; 2) it informs the language model of the
partisan divisions between different news sources,
enhancing the language model’s ability to encode
the polarization arising from partisan differences
in its output. This idea is similar to (Webson et al.,
2020) where the authors call the embedding space
of the language model after finetuning as “connotation space”. As a result, given a document d ∈ DC ,
the model is optimized to classify whether it is
from DL or DR by a binary cross-entropy loss,
where the [CLS] embedding is used to represent
the document, as shown in Figure 1(b).

d on a topic keyword w as DC keyword embedding
Hd (w). We will elaborate on how the CC topic embedding is obtained from a top-down perspective.
According to Equation 3, in order to compute
the CC topic embedding HD (ti ), we can rewrite it
as
n
X
D
HD (ti ) =
qij
Hdj (ti ).
(4)
j=1

Hence, we decompose a CC topic embedding into
DC topic embeddings from the top-n most relevant
documents.
To obtain the DC topic embedding, Demszky
et al. (2019) use word frequency vectors; Grootendorst (2020) takes the [CLS] embedding of a
pretrained language model that gives a holistic document embedding without encoding the context of
a topic. However, while word frequency vectors
encode statistical features of words in the document, they neglect their context. In addition, a
document is likely to be associated with multiple
topics according to the LDA topic model, and therefore using the holistic document embedding as the
topic embedding regardless of the specific topic
results in identical embeddings for different topics
on the same document; moreover, even if a document is only associated with one topic, it might
contain information not relevant to that topic and
thus the holistic document embedding will encode
noisy information. Therefore, we argue that the DC
topic embedding should be both contextualized and
topic-specific. In this regard, according to Equation 2, we rewrite the DC topic embedding as the
weighted sum of DC keyword embeddings where
only top-m topic keywords are used instead of all
the words in the document, as
Hdj (ti ) =

m
X

pik Hdj (wk ).

(5)

k=1

Finally, in terms of the DC keyword embedding
Hdj (wk ), as can be told from its name, it is pre3.4 Partisanship-aware Contextualized Topic
cisely what a pretrained language model (Devlin
Embedding Generation
et al., 2018) is designed for. Therefore, we take the
Denote the ideology embedding of A on B as
corresponding final-layer token embedding of wk
HA (B), where A represents a news corpus or a
when the input to the language model is dj . Due to
document and B represents a topic or a topic key- the self-attention mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017)
word. We then represent the ideology of a corpus
in the pretrained language model, Hdj (ti ) encodes
D on a topic t as corpus-contextualized (CC) topic
the global context of the document, but since it only
embedding HD (t), the ideology of a document d
takes the sum of topic keyword embeddings, the
on a topic t as document-contextualized (DC) topic
encoded information is more oriented towards this
embedding Hd (t), and the ideology of a document
specific topic ti , which elegantly resonates with its
2105

name “document-contextualized topic embedding”.
The step-by-step illustration of the generation of
Hd (w), Hd (t) and HD (t) is shown in Figure 1 (c).
Because the language model used to generate
the embeddings is finetuned to encode partisanship, the generated HD (ti ) also contains this information and is more precisely called partisanshipaware corpus-contextualized topic embedding. For
brevity we call it corpus-contextualized (CC) topic
embedding.
3.5

Measuring Polarization and Ranking
Topics

After obtaining the CC topic embeddings HDL (ti )
and HDR (ti ) of the two corpora DL and DR on
topic ti , using two different sets of top-n most relevant documents from DL and DR respectively, we
measure the ideology similarity (and then polarization) based on the cosine similarity between them,
such that
c = cos_sim(HDL (ti ), HDR (ti )),
β(DL , DR , ti ) = 0.5 ∗ (1 − c) ∈ [0, 1].

(6)

A higher value of β indicates more polarization.
Therefore, the polarization-based ranked topic list
f (DL , DR , T ) is computed based on the corresponding polarization scores (β(DL , DR , ti ))K
i=1 .

4
4.1

Experiments and Results
Dataset

We use the AYLIEN COVID-19 dataset3 consisting of ~1.5M news articles related to the pandemic
spanning from Nov 2019 to July 2020 that are from
~440 global sources. To discover the polarization
between politically divided news media, we select
six well-known US publishers evenly split between
partisan leanings: CNN, Huffington Post (Huff),
New York Times (NYT) as liberal sources vs. Fox,
Breitbart (Breit) and New York Post (NYP) as conservative sources. After filtering the publishers and
remove duplicate articles, 66,368 articles are left
spanning from Jan 2020 to July 2020. The statistics
of news articles are shown in Appendix A.

SPACY and remove stopwords via NLTK, where
we enrich the stopwords set with “cnn”, “fox”,
“huffington”, and “breitbart” since they can bias
the language model’s predictions during finetuning.
We desire the partisanship classification of the language model to be based on the understanding of
partisanship, rather than the occurrences of news
source names in the news text.
LDA Topic Modeling. We train the topic model
using articles from all six sources to create a global
topic set. The number of topics K is selected
from a grid search in [10, 50] and the model with
K = 39 produces the best coherence value (Röder
et al., 2015). From the 39 topics we remove 9
of them regarding advertisements, sport events,
gossip news and recipes, and 30 topics are left;
the removed topics are more factual and contain
less ideologies from the news media, which is less
worth studying. Different from (Demszky et al.,
2019) that assigns only one topic with the highest
probability to a document, we allow a document
to be assigned multiple topics with different probabilities. We represent each topic with its top-10
keywordsPbecause given a topic ti we empirically
find that 10
j=1 pij > 0.95; and we keep the top-10
most relevant documents to represent a topic because on some topics, the documents beyond the
top-10 list are obviously irrelevant and will bias
the polarization study regarding the topic. In Table
1 we show the top-10 keywords of topics that are
discussed in this paper. For a complete list of topics
please refer to Appendix B.

Learning Partisanship. We finetune the pretrained bert-base-uncased model from huggingface
Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020) to classify the
news articles according to their political leanings,
or partisanship. To smooth over the differences
in style and writing between the sources and render the model primarily sensitive to political divisions, we aggregate CNN, Huff, and NYP to create
a holistic Liberal corpus, and similarly aggregate
Fox, Breit and NYP to create a holistic Conservative corpus and optimize the model to classify
whether an article is from Liberal or Conservative.
In fact, finetuning a BERT model to recognize dif4.2 Experimental Setup
ferences only between CNN vs. Fox is likely to
Data Preprocessing. We build a global vocabumake it end up capturing the writing style differlary containing unigrams and bigrams from the
ences and ignoring political differences, since the
six news sources. We perform lemmatization via
former is an easier task. For more details about the
3
https://aylien.com/blog/free-coronavirus-news-dataset
training process please refer to Appendix C.
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Idx
1
2
6
8
9
10
11
12
27
28
29
30
31
33

Top-10 keywords (and two defined stances)
keywords: police, officer, man, black, protest, people, arrest, kill, protester, matter
stances: protests are for social justice vs. protests are riots
keywords: coronavirus, pandemic, federal, supply, government, make, effort, ventilator, response, agency
stances: healthcare supplies are in good condition vs. shortage of supplies
keywords: case, report, number, death, health, coronavirus, confirm, official, accord, covid
keywords: state, order, reopen, county, california, governor, business, open, jersey, guideline
stances: pro-lockdown vs. anti-lockdown
keywords: post, twitter, video, facebook, tweet, social_media, share, write, call, make
stances: fact-checking is helpful vs. fact-checking is misleading
keywords: trump, president, white_house, donald, administration, fauci, coronavirus, vice, briefing, task_force
stances: critical of white house covid briefings vs. defending them
keywords: covid, dr, coronavirus, health, disease, drug, expert, risk, treatment, director
stances: drugs promoted by Trump are risky vs. they are helpful
keywords: mr, biden, campaign, election, party, democratic, voter, joe_biden, republican, primary
stances: endorsing Biden in Democratic primaries vs. endorsing Sanders
keywords: year, company, market, stock, price, drop, month, business, global, sale
stances: oil/stock prices are falling vs. the prices are going up
keywords: state, coronavirus, cuomo, florida, texas, york, governor, tuesday, week, monday
keywords: house, coronavirus, republican, member, bill, senate, democrat, wednesday, washington, thursday
keywords: country, lockdown, government, coronavirus, measure, people, italy, restriction, travel, border
stances: closing borders in Europe vs. opening borders
keywords: claim, court, judge, law, federal, district, rule, chicago, legal, decision
keywords: hospital, care, health, patient, medical, covid, center, facility, home, doctor
stances: overwhelmed hospitals vs. hospitals not overwhelmed

Table 1: The keywords of topics discussed in the paper and two political stances of 10 labeled topics. The indices
of labeled topics are highlighted in bold.

4.3

Annotating Topic Polarization

As ground truth for the evaluation of PaCTE, we
annotate the topic polarization scores on a subset
of the 30 modeled topics.
We asked three annotators to select 10 topics
and define two polarized political stances on each
selected topic, and they reached an agreement on
T labeled = {t1 , t2 , t8 , t9 , t10 , t11 , t12 , t27 , t30 , t33 },
as shown in Table 1. Then on each topic in T labeled ,
we selected 60 relevant documents (10 from each
of the six sources), and asked three annotators to
decide which stance they belong to (label it as 0/1).
If the document does not have a clear stance, it was
labeled as −1. On each document, the majority
label from the annotations was used as the final
annotation. Please refer to Appendix D for more
details about the annotation process.
Denoting the number of negative labels (0) and
positive labels (1) in corpus D on topic t as NtD (0)
and NtD (1) respectively, the leaning of the corpus
on the topic is quantified as

corpus DR on topic t is computed as the difference
between the leanings of the two corpora, such that
α(DL , DR , t) = |le(DL , t) − le(DR , t)|/2 ∈ [0, 1]. (8)

A higher value of α signifies more polarization.
As a result, the ground-truth polarization-based
topic ranked list lgt (DL , DR , T labeled ) between a
liberal corpus DL and a conservative corpus DR is
computed based on the corresponding ground-truth
polarization scores (α(DL , DR , t)|t ∈ T labeled ).
4.4

Baselines

We compare PaCTE to the following three baselines.
Leave-out estimator (LOE). For a pair of news
corpora DL and DR and a given topic t, we take
the top-10 most relevant documents from each corpus and feed the token frequency vectors of the
documents into the leave-out estimator (Demszky
et al., 2019), from which we use estimated partisanship as the polarization score (∈ [0, 1]) of topic t
le(D, t) = (NtD (1)−NtD (0))/|D| ∈ [−1, 1]. (7)
between DL and DR , following the idea of measurIntuitively, le(D, t) reflects how much the corpus
ing within-topic polarization in their paper. Note
is aligned with the stance labeled as 1. Notably, that different from their method that extracts topic
the documents labeled with −1 are not counted be- using embedding-based topic assignment, we use
cause they do not display a clear political standing. the same LDA topic model in PaCTE to extract
Accordingly, the ground-truth polarization score
topics, so as to ensure fair comparison between
between a liberal corpus DL and a conservative
PaCTE and LOE.
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PaCTE¬FT. A variant of PaCTE without finetuning the language model. We compare to it to
show the effect of finetuning the language model.
PaCTE-PLS. A variant of PaCTE where the
language model is finetuned on news articles with
partisanship labels shuffled and thus is confused
about the partisanship. We compare to it in order
to show the effect of rendering the language model
partisanship-aware.
4.5

Quantitative Evaluation with Labeled
Topics

To quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of
PaCTE and the baselines in capturing topic polarization, we use the 10 manually labeled topics
to create a ground truth ranking of polarized topics
and score models on their ability to retrieve the
most polarized topics on this ranked list.
Evaluation protocol. Given a liberal news corpus DL , a conservative news corpus DR , and a list
of 10 topics ranked by ground-truth polarization
scores, lgt (DL , DR , T labeled ), as described in Section 4.3, we define the top-3 topics in the list as
the target polarized topics that deserve more attention and that should be addressed when trying to
prevent polarization from escalating. The target
polarized topics between different pairs of news
sources are shown in Table 2. Then, given a ranked
list of topics fpred (DL , DR , T labeled ) predicted by a
model, we evaluate how effectively the 3 target polarized topics are retrieved in this model predicted
list using recall@3. In other words, we check how
much the overlap is between the top-3 topics in the
ground-truth ranking and the top-3 topics in the
predicted ranking, of the 10 labeled topics. We call
this task polarized topics retrieval.
CNN
Huff
NYT

Fox
1,9,10
10,1,8
10,33,1

Breit
9,1,11
1,11,9
11,1,33

NYP
9,10,2
10,12,30
11,9,10

Table 2: The target polarized topics between different
pairs of news sources from human annotations.

see that in most pairs PaCTE outperforms or ties
with LOE. We argue that the inferior performance
of LOE stems from its inability to capture document semantics due to the use of word frequency
vectors. For example, in Huff vs. NYP, topic 12 is
one of the target polarized topics, where documents
from both stances spend the bulk of the content on
the fact about the primaries and then use a few
words to explicitly or implicitly endorse Biden or
Sanders. Based on the use of words it is difficult
to differentiate documents from the two stances,
leading to the failure of LOE. In contrast, PaCTE is
able to capture the contextual semantics in addition
to the statistics of word usages. Therefore, even
when word usages are statistically similar, PaCTE
manages to discern the semantic difference and
capture polarization. However, in Huff vs. Breit,
compared to LOE, PaCTE fails to retrieve topic
1 regarding “black lives matter”, which is in the
target polarized topics. On topic 1 Huff stresses
“justice” where the news articles suggest “police
knelt on a black man”, while Breit stresses “riot”
where the articles suggest “the protesters loot stores
and attack police”. As a result, the word usages of
the articles from two stances are significantly different, which is trivial for LOE to capture, and thus
LOE ranks topic 1 in a high place in the output list.
Despite the difference in word usages, articles from
both sources mention “protests” and “violence” a
lot and their “negative” semantics is captured by
PaCTE, leading to the perceived less polarization
by PaCTE.
The worst-performing method is PaCTE¬FT
where the language model is not finetuned. On
all topics and in all partisan news source pairs, the
polarization scores given by PaCTE¬FT are below
0.1 (the full range is [0, 1]) which indicates significant alignment. However, this is contradictory to
the well-known polarization in news media. Such a
phenomenon demonstrates the necessity of fitting
a language model on the target corpus before apply
cosine similarity between learned embeddings as a
measure of word and topic similarities.

Analysis of results. The results of polarized topIn PaCTE-PLS the language model is finetuned
ics retrieval using different methods in nine news
on shuffled partisan labels that do not represent real
corpus pairs are shown in Table 3. The average
partisanship. Compared to PaCTE¬FT where the
recall@3 over the nine news source pairs is 0.26, model is not finetuned at all, the performance of
0.04, 0.26, and 0.52 on LOE, PaCTE¬FT, PaCTE- PaCTE-PLS improves significantly, achieving the
PLS, and PaCTE respectively, where PaCTE out- performance on a par with LOE. However, neither
performs all other baselines.
PaCTE¬FT nor LOE makes use of information
Comparing the results of LOE and PaCTE, we
about news partisanship, and compared to PaCTE
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Fox

Breit

NYP

LOE PaCTE¬FT PaCTE-PLS PaCTE LOE PaCTE¬FT PaCTE-PLS PaCTE LOE PaCTE¬FT PaCTE-PLS PaCTE

CNN 1/3
Huff 1/3
NYT 1/3

0
1/3
0

0
1/3
1/3

1/3
2/3
1

1/3
2/3
1/3

0
0
0

1/3
1/3
1/3

1/3
1/3
1/3

0
0
0

1/3
0
1/3

1/3
1/3
0

2/3
2/3
1/3

Table 3: Recall@3 on polarized topics retrieval in nine partisan news source pairs using different methods, where
we use the polarization-based topic ranked list from a model predictions fpred (DL , DR , T labeled ) to retrieve the
top-3 topics from the ground-truth ranked list lgt (DL , DR , T labeled ). The row represents the liberal source and the
column represents the conservative source in the news source pair.

where partisanship information is leveraged, they
are still outperformed.
Insights into partisanship learning. We observe that PaCTE, which is finetuned on partisanship labels, outperforms PaCTE¬FT and PaCTEPLS. We hypothesize that during the finetuning
process of PaCTE, whereas the direct objective is
to separate documents based on partisanship labels,
the model implicitly learns the two political stances
on each topic in an automatic manner; just like in
human annotating, the annotators were given two
groups of documents from two partisan lines, and
the annotators were able to discover the two political stances after reading the documents. Therefore,
after finetuning, while the model differentiates document embeddings based on partisan divisions, it
separates DC topic embeddings according to the implicitly and automatically learned political stances,
bearing resemblance to human annotators’ defining
two political stances for topics. As a result, we can
use the partisanship-aware model to capture topic
polarization arising from the partisan divisions.
4.6

Qualitative Analysis with All Topics

first retrieved topic is topic 28, where CNN suggests the surge of new COVID cases every day but
Fox suggests that the state should reopen. On topic
6 CNN reports the serious situation of coronavirus
in the US, including the high number of cases and
collapse of quarantine hotels, but Fox focuses more
on worldwide coronavirus situation and suggests
the high number of cases in Michigan is misleading.
Huff vs. Breit. The retrieved top-3 topics are
topic 29, 9, 31, where topic 9 is in T labeled . On
topic 29, Huff advocates Pelosi’s coronavirus bills
while Breit criticizes them. On topic 31, the articles
talk about different court cases; however, no clear
polarization is discerned between the pair of news
sources by manual inspections. We regard it as
a failure case of PaCTE. Although the relevant
articles are regarding the same topic, they have
different subjects or events, and thus misleading
PaCTE to perceive polarization between them.
NYT vs. NYP. The retrieved top-3 topics are
topic 28, 12, 10, where topic 12 and 10 are in
T labeled . On topic 28, just as in CNN vs. Fox,
NYT takes the pandemic more seriously and NYP
suggests reopening.
As a result, despite a minor error, PaCTE manages to retrieve polarized topics from T on the three
pairs of news sources. Although we are not able to
verify if the retrieved topics are indeed the groundtruth top-3 most polarized topics, we argue that if
given the ground-truth ranking on T , PaCTE will
retain its satisfactory quantitative performance in
retrieving polarized topics.

In Section 4.5 we quantitatively demonstrate the
effectiveness of PaCTE in retrieving polarized topics when evaluating with the 10 labeled topics. We
believe that such success generalizes to the case
where the input to the model is the complete topic
list T containing 30 topics. In this section, we
conduct a case study and retrieve the top-3 most
polarized topics from T in CNN vs. Fox, Huff
vs. Breit and NYT vs. NYP, by PaCTE. Since
we do not have the ground-truth target polarized
4.7 Ablation Study: Document Embedding
topics from T , for the retrieved topics, we conduct
vs. DC Topic Embedding
manual inspections on relevant documents and give
explanations about the polarization. For the topics
In Section 3.4 we propose to use the DC topic emlabeled
in T
, the polarization is formed due to the two
bedding to represent the ideology of a document
political stances. Therefore in this section we only
on a topic, instead of using the holistic document
focus on the retrieved topics not in T labeled .
embedding. In this section we study the difference
CNN vs. Fox. The retrieved top-3 topics are
between them. We denote the variant of PaCTE
topic 28, 6, 10, where topic 10 is in T labeled . The
that uses document embeddings ([CLS] token em2109

Method CNN vs. Fox Huff vs. Breit NYT vs. NYP
PaCTE-DE
0
0
0
PaCTE
1/3
1/3
1/3

mantics does not contribute to the forming of the
partisanship and thus maintains its position during
partisanship learning, while the non-topical semantics (not captured by DC topic embeddings but
captured by document embeddings) that contribute
to the document partisanship keeps moving apart
in the embedding space.

Table 4: Recall@3 on polarized topics retrieval using
PaCTE-DE and PaCTE in three partisan news source
pairs.

6

5

dim_2

4
2
0

4

dim_2

beddings) as PaCTE-DE. First, we show the results
of polarized topics retrieval using PaCTE-DE and
PaCTE in three partisan news source pairs in Table
4.

3

We observe that PaCTE-DE fails to retrieve any
2
2
polarized topics in all three pairs of news sources,
1
liberal
liberal
4
conservative
conservative
significantly outperformed by PaCTE. We provide
10
5
0
5
10
15
15
10
5
0
5
10
15
20
dim_1
more explanations on the advantages of DC topic
dim_1
embeddings over document embeddings from anFigure 2: Document embeddings (Left) and DC topic
other perspective, in addition to the capability of
embeddings (Right) on 10 labeled topics in Liberal
DC topic embedding to focus more on the topic- vs. Conservative. Different colors represent documents
specific semantics in a document. We observe that
categorized to different topics. The original 768-d embeddings are projected into the 2-d space via PCA.
the polarization scores given by PaCTE-DE in three
source pairs on all topics are above 0.98 (the range
5 Conclusions and Future Work
is [0,1]), suggesting that all topics are highly polarized. Therefore, as the polarization scores cluster
In this paper, we propose a method to automatically
within the interval of [0.98,1], the gaps between
discover topic-level polarization between partisan
different scores are barely discernible, in which
news sources by contextualized topic embeddings.
case the output ranked list is more susceptible to
For evaluation, we create annotations on topic porandom noise during the language model finetuning
larization scores in different partisan news source
and is thus more unstable and erratic. However, the
pairs on a variety of topics. Compared to the leaveoutput polarization scores from PaCTE are more
out estimator (Demszky et al., 2019) that is purely
evenly distributed in [0,1], and thus are more ro- based on statistical features, our method can more
bust to perturbations during partisanship learning; precisely and meaningfully capture topical polarizaa small perturbation on a polarization score does
tion as indicated by the performance on polarized
not affect the output ranking. As a result, PaCTE
topics retrieval. We hope that more NLP and reenjoys a better chance to outperform PaCTE-DE.
searchers and practitioners can contribute to this
As a matter of fact, the large polarization scores
research area that is promising but receiving insuffrom PaCTE-DE on all topics are expected, be- ficient attention.
cause the language model is finetuned to directly
Because detecting polarized topics between parseparate the document embeddings according to
tisan news sources is a less established task in the
partisan line divisions, resulting in low cosine sim- research community, we articulate the data annoilarities between document embeddings on every
tation and the model evaluation in great detail and
topic, as shown in Figure 2(Left). However, despite
make the method seemingly "complicate". Howthe prominent separation of document embeddings, ever, we believe that for public media watchdogs
the corresponding DC topic embeddings that are
and social media platforms to flag the highly poused in PaCTE display more alignment, as shown
larized topics, our method is simple to implement,
in Figure 2(Right), where we see on some topics
because each of the five steps described in Section
the DC topic embeddings are separated while on
3 is based on robust methods in NLP.
other topics the embeddings are more close. Thus,
For future work, we plan to perform our method
we argue that during the finetuning process, on a
on more datasets, such as the tweets with noisy
given topic, DC topic embeddings retain their simi- texts (Demszky et al., 2019). In addition, we will
larity if the two partisan news articles agree on this
study how to finetune the language model when
topic, because in these articles the topic-related se- when partisanship labels are not available.
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A

Data Preprocessing

The statistics of the dataset is in Table 5. We use
the summary of each news article to perform the
textual analysis, because the summary contains
sufficient information to understand the political
stance of the article and the whole text is lengthy
for the pretrained language model to handle. For
a complete list of all documents, please check our
public repository4 .

B

LDA Topic Modeling

We use MALLET5 topic modeling. The top-10
keywords of all 39 topics are shown in Table 6.
Among them topic 0, 3, 4, 14, 16, 26, 35, 36, 37
are not used in further analysis because after reading relevant articles we find that they are more
about advertisements, sport events, gossip news
and recipes and etc., which are more factual and
convey limited media ideologies. 30 topics are left
after removing the 9 topics. Table 6 lists the top-10
keywords of the 30 topics.

promised that she ‘will never lie’ to the press
in her new role. White House press secretary
Kayleigh McEnany, during her first official briefing, promised that she "will never lie" to the press
in her new role. McEnany took the podium for
the first time Friday, after being tapped as White
House press secretary from her post as national
spokeswoman for President Trump’s re-election
campaign earlier this month. TRUMP NAMES
KAYLEIGH MCENANY AS NEW WHITE HOUSE
PRESS SECRETARY "I will never lie to you," McEnany told reporters. McEnany seemed to signal
that the White House would scale back on their
daily coronavirus task force briefings, which were
regularly led by the president himself, and Vice
President Pence, with appearances from Dr. Deborah Birx and Dr. Anthony Fauci to provide public
health information.

Huffington Post: President Donald Trump
on Sunday tore into former President Barack
Obama, calling him “an incompetent president”
after Obama appeared to criticize his response to
the coronavirus crisis during two commencement
B.1 News Article Examples
speeches a day earlier. Asked about Obama’s reOn topic 10, we show six examples of news articles, marks, Trump told reporters on the White House
one from each news source. For a complete list of
lawn that he “didn’t hear it” before proceeding
news articles, please refer to our public repository. to bash his predecessor as “grossly incompetent.”
CNN: There has been a concerted effort among
President Trump: "[President Obama] was an
aides and allies to get President Donald Trump
incompetent president. But earlier this month,
to stop conducting the daily coronavirus briefings, Obama reportedly bashed the Trump administramultiple sources tell CNN. The briefing came a day
tion’s response to the pandemic as “an absolute
after Trump had given a lengthy briefing to the me- chaotic disaster” during a phone call with some of
dia, at one point suggesting it might be possible to
his former White House aides. When a Washingtreat coronavirus by injecting people with sunlight
ton Post reporter last week asked Trump to explain
or disinfectants. Trump asked White House coro- “Obamagate,” the president refused.
navirus task force coordinator Dr. Deborah Birx
Breibart: New York magazine Washington corduring Thursday’s briefing. A source close to the
respondent Olivia Nuzzi responded angrily to critcoronavirus task force said Trump was upset about
icism from former White House press secretary
the "flack" he was taking after those comments and
that appears to be part of the reason why the Presi- Ari Fleischer on Monday evening, tweeting at him:
dent cut Friday’s briefing short. During the earlier “Oh shut the f*ck up.” Fleisher, who served under
President George W. Bush, criticized Nuzzi after a
questioning from reporters on Friday, Trump said
Rose Garden press briefing on the coronavirus panhe was being "sarcastic" with his suggestion that
demic in which she asked President Donald Trump:
people inject themselves with disinfectant, even
though he was clearly being serious during Thurs- “If an American president loses more Americans
over the course of six weeks than died in the enday’s briefing.
tirety of the Vietnam War, does he deserve to be
Fox: White House press secretary Kayleigh
McEnany, during her first official briefing, re-elected?” One example is a “fake news” viral
photograph of President Lyndon B. Johnson, which
4
https://github.com/ZagHe568/
was presented by many Trump critics as if Johnson
pacte-polarized-topics-detection
5
had been expressing grief over the deaths in Viethttps://www.machinelearningplus.com/nlp/topicmodeling-gensim-python/
nam. President Trump is said to be reconsidering
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CNN
Fox
Huff
Breit
NYT
NYP
#sum

Jan
232
156
17
93
94
144
736

Feb
589
504
74
240
369
405
2171

Mar
2958
3938
1237
1918
2117
3063
15231

Apr
3293
5148
1450
2164
2177
3470
17702

May
2444
3616
1185
1353
1730
2278
12606

Jun
1789
2367
701
777
849
1733
8216

Jul
2120
2585
828
924
1097
2152
736

#sum
13425
18314
5492
7469
8423
13245
66368

Table 5: The number of news articles from all sources in all months.
Idx
1
2
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
38

Top-10 Topic Keywords
police, officer, man, black, protest, people, arrest, kill, protester, matter
coronavirus, pandemic, federal, supply, government, make, effort, ventilator, response, agency
coronavirus, virus, test, covid, people, tested_positive, testing, positive, symptom, spread
case, report, number, death, health, coronavirus, confirm, official, accord, covid
event, plan, june, announce, due, july, hold, cancel, pandemic, date
state, order, reopen, county, california, governor, business, open, jersey, guideline
post, twitter, video, facebook, tweet, social_media, share, write, call, make
trump, president, white_house, donald, administration, fauci, coronavirus, vice, briefing, task_force
covid, dr, coronavirus, health, disease, drug, expert, risk, treatment, director
mr, biden, campaign, election, party, democratic, voter, joe_biden, republican, primary
school, child, student, university, parent, high, kid, year, family, class
american, pandemic, crisis, america, nation, make, policy, job, people, economy
time, world, space, launch, turn, center, long, life, leave, moment
coronavirus, report, outbreak, accord, ship, official, quarantine, military, force, iran
city, york, de_blasio, mayor, resident, area, yorker, coronavirus, people, tuesday
mask, people, wear, face, service, social_distance, church, sunday, coronavirus, stay
people, time, thing, good, work, make, lot, add, give, feel
department, official, national, security, fire, investigation, report, threat, call, director
employee, worker, company, restaurant, food, store, work, customer, business, amazon
china, chinese, world, outbreak, virus, wuhan, organization, coronavirus, global, government
time, series, film, show, year, make, movie, live, race, set
year, company, market, stock, price, drop, month, business, global, sale
state, coronavirus, cuomo, florida, texas, york, governor, tuesday, week, monday
house, coronavirus, republican, member, bill, senate, democrat, wednesday, washington, thursday
country, lockdown, government, coronavirus, measure, people, italy, restriction, travel, border
claim, court, judge, law, federal, district, rule, chicago, legal, decision
health, public, people, work, community, include, protect, provide, group, pandemic
hospital, care, health, patient, medical, covid, center, facility, home, doctor
program, pay, money, fund, economic, job, business, relief, federal, receive
coronavirus, office, letter, pandemic, call, send, statement, issue, write, act

Table 6: List of all the 39 topics with corresponding top keywords.

his daily press briefings because journalists use
them to grandstand and to score political points,
rather than to pursue information. The contrast
with press briefings for governors and mayors is
stark: there, journalists tend to be more deferential
and to ask questions aimed at eliciting information
rather than assigning political fault.

op-ed article in USA Today describing Dr. Fauci
as “wrong about everything.” All the while, White
House officials — including the president and the
press secretary — assert in the face of the evidence
that there is no concerted effort to attack Dr. Fauci.
He has not briefed Mr. Trump in weeks, preferring
to work with Dr. Deborah L. Birx, who helps coordinate the administration’s coronavirus response,
or to send his messages through Vice President
Mike Pence. In the piece, Mr. Navarro presented
what White House officials have been saying privately about Dr. Fauci, and what Mr. Trump has
said publicly: They like Dr. Fauci personally, but
he has made mistakes.

New York Times: WASHINGTON — After several days spent weathering attacks from White
House officials, Dr. Anthony S. Fauci hit back on
Wednesday, calling recent efforts to discredit him
“bizarre” and a hindrance to the government’s ability to communicate information about the coronavirus pandemic. On Wednesday, Peter Navarro,
Mr. Trump’s top trade adviser, published a brazen
New York Post: President Trump said Wednes2114

4863, 14561, 13454, 43376, 14939, 8762, 12185,
8924, 14800, 6561. Huff: 12973, 29357, 5156,
12938, 2941, 22574, 14862, 43495, 29785, 29580.
Breit: 13167, 64051, 8622, 12110, 14544, 62240,
51507, 15519, 18759, 47388. NYT: 29543, 19969,
2964, 30581, 49542, 24286, 61430, 35059, 4465,
66042. NYP: 15340, 13404, 54124, 64067, 35789,
9325, 22692, 3575, 8217, 15513.
Topic 6. CNN: 53265, 56003, 16985, 15115,
26006, 17063, 19812, 50074, 18014, 21857. Fox:
58537, 63076, 53236, 22482, 50794, 42788, 60553,
59539, 63026, 54784. Huff: 54194, 37337, 64330,
35448, 10906, 6077, 48061, 48797, 20643, 25306.
Breit: 36565, 61077, 44474, 49577, 17068, 48689,
14186, 16924, 18078, 29693. NYT: 62593, 50117,
28572, 39978, 7679, 56428, 5277, 23283, 18404,
20709. NYP: 62856, 66347, 48582, 60094, 6419,
54128, 21187, 59736, 60922, 59286.
Topic 7. CNN: 8968, 47625, 14093, 8928,
B.2 Top-10 Most Relevant Documents on All
10954, 17954, 12589, 3657, 29776, 54903. Fox:
Topics
14933, 64745, 50666, 8112, 48177, 63686, 8539,
We show the topic-10 most relevant document in- 16974, 10530, 62301. Huff: 43539, 45395, 41053,
41201, 4411, 14668, 62437, 25455, 17322, 33304.
dices on all 30 topics on each source. On some
Breit: 14659, 16032, 15822, 13584, 4032, 8559,
topics there are less than 10 relevant documents on
16522,
6377, 48135, 45140. NYT: 36774, 1098,
some sources. Note that such topics are not in the
41903, 6893, 22100, 42130, 40933, 65242, 13346,
10 labeled topics and are only used for qualitative
12585.
NYP: 50435, 61426, 4653, 48992, 41460,
analysis; in other words, for quantitative analysis,
41187, 49057, 17932, 59701, 59289.
we ensure that on all the 10 labeled topics, there
Topic 8. CNN: 52753, 35955, 53068, 52474,
are 10 relevant documents on each source.
Topic 1. CNN: 22873, 62724, 62635, 63979, 8618, 36939, 58294, 53262, 54031, 39671. Fox:
60318, 64323, 39686, 23087, 66007, 64346. Fox: 52787, 36759, 28989, 41859, 38546, 35214, 10486,
64455, 21485, 26889, 21509, 22055, 62291, 21458, 51718, 32366, 38501. Huff: 52782, 13488, 33939,
22866, 21404, 65938. Huff: 22937, 63328, 40375, 26489, 21984, 35994, 58843, 24991, 22420, 54017.
66026, 64381, 61909, 64511, 63335, 64173, 64573. Breit: 36756, 25982, 26581, 56836, 31828, 31625,
Breit: 64348, 52383, 21375, 32945, 64143, 58746, 24778, 54023, 29688, 22190. NYT: 26442, 10769,
65060, 37841, 21378, 40036. NYT: 22742, 65966, 28108, 54705, 12483, 8496, 33668, 29239, 34964,
21562, 58360, 21357, 65875, 65146, 21330, 52138, 25184. NYP: 54049, 32336, 60474, 10483, 25023,
21501. NYP: 21316, 62547, 64164, 21638, 64765, 10508, 58551, 62855, 22591, 6424.
7055, 21590, 60740, 21720, 40400.
Topic 9. CNN: 24337, 29633, 49300, 18255,
21561,
63481, 65460, 12850, 22029, 5379. Fox:
Topic 2. CNN: 2291, 9180, 42882, 6582, 1629,
1476, 11612, 850, 42172, 2006. Fox: 9182, 31226, 58858, 22378, 24954, 10605, 49169, 28970, 42046,
2682, 48284, 10207, 46558, 11722, 10312, 3984, 22859, 17031, 22101. Huff: 24163, 22956, 28908,
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day he has a “very good relationship” with White
House coronavirus task force member Anthony
Fauci, despite an op-ed by one of his top advisers
that trashed the immunologist. Trump distanced
himself from trade adviser Peter Navarro’s op-ed
that said Fauci “has been wrong about everything.”
“I get along very well with Dr. Fauci,” Trump told
reporters in the Oval Office. On Monday, White
House Press Secretary Kayleigh McEnany denied
a Washington Post report that said reporters were
given “opposition research” to discredit Fauci, including his past remarks early on in the pandemic
that the public didn’t need to wear masks. “We
were asked a very specific question by the Washington Post, and that question was President Trump
noted that Dr. Fauci had made some mistakes, and
we provided a direct answer to what was a direct
question.”
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Learning Partisanship

The news articles are split into the training set comprising topical documents and validation set comprising non-topical documents. Non-topical documents have small probabilities (<0.15) categorized
to all topics. We do such a split because all documents are assigned a partisanship label, but not
all of them are topical. For the topical documents
from which we will generate contextualized topic
embeddings, we use them as the training data to
finetune the language model during the training
phase. As a result, train set has 30,571 documents
and the validation set has 35,797 documents. The
model is trained for 30 epochs and we pick the one
with the best performance on validation set for the
subsequent topic embedding generation. We train
the model using Adam optimizer, with learning rate
1e-5 and weight decay 5e-4. We use a batch size of
64 and train the model on 4 RTX 2080 GPUs. Each
epoch takes about 10 minutes. The best validation
F1 score on classifying partisanship is 91.3.

D

documents). First, the annotators select 15 topics on which they feel it is straightforward to
find two polarized political stances by reading
the relevant documents. For example, on topic
12 about Democratic primaries, it is intuitive to
perceive the two political stances are “endorsing
Biden” and “endorsing Sanders” after reading relevant articles, and then this topic is likely to be
selected. We take the overlap of the 15 selected
topics from 3 annotators and obtain 10 topics:
T labeled = {t1 , t2 , t8 , t9 , t10 , t11 , t12 , t27 , t30 , t33 }
with defined polarized political stances. In other
words, the annotators reach an agreement that it
is more clear on these 10 topics that there are two
political stances. We find that on each of these
10 topics, the two stances defined by 3 annotators
reach a complete agreement.
We do not annotate all topics because 1) it is difficult for humans to discern the two political stances
on some topics, especially when such two stances
do not exist at all; 2) we use the vanilla LDA topic
modeling which is not the state-of-the-art, so the
modeled topics will change using different topic
models, in which case the annotating step should
be repeated. Nevertheless, we argue that annotating
10 topics is sufficient to quantitatively evaluate the
effectiveness of PaCTE.
Given a topic t from T labeled , the defined two
stances, and its 60 most relevant documents (10
from each of the six news sources), for each document, we ask the annotators to label which stance
it belongs to and label it as 0 or 1; if the annotator
is not able to perceive a clear political stance, then
the annotator will label it as -1. For each document,
the majority vote of the three labels with be used as
the final annotation. If no majority vote is achieved,
in other words, the three annotators give three different labels to a document, then a fourth annotator
will read the document again and decide the final
label. For a complete list of all document labels
on the 10 selected topics, please refer to our public
repository.

Annotating Topic Polarization

We recruit 3 annotators that work as academic
researchers in the areas of NLP and social science. For each one of the 30 topics, the annotators are provided with the top-10 topic keywords
and the summaries of top-10 most relevant documents from each news corpus (as a total of 60
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